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Next Meeting – Tuesday, April 16th at 8PM,
at the Mt. Cuba Astronomical Observatory

MEETING TOPIC FOR APRIL
First, I would like to thank our NASA
Ambassador John Conrad for inaugurating all of
us as official Rocket Scientists. I am sure this
will grant us all front-row access to any future
NASA rocket launches!
This month will offer another series of member
mini-talks, including:
- Rick Spencer – “Introduction to Orbits”
- Dave Groski - "Hartness Turret Telescope"
- Scott Jackson – “The DE Science Olympiad”
Finally, I would encourage everyone to sign-up
for the May Dinner meeting. We will have an
excellent speaker, along with a great meal (I
may be a bit partial here...). Details can be
found elsewhere in this newsletter.
- Jeff Lawrence
DAS Vice-President & Programming Chair
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From the President
Rob Lancaster
Dear DAS Members,
I hope you were able to enjoy the wonderful presentation by John Conrad last month.
Also, I hope you were
able to get out in the
lovely springtime weather
we have been having.
We have had several nice
clear nights recently when
you can get out to enjoy
the galaxies of
springtime. Recently, a
number of us attended
the Northeast Astronomy
Forum at Rockland
Community College in
New York State. From
the top-notch talks, to the
friendly vendors selling
astronomy gear at discount prices, to the lovely Solar Viewing outside, the trip
Photo: Sid Ocampo
was a great time for all involved.
We also have been very active with the Tuesday Night Astronomy Workshops,
the DAS Book Club, and the Astrophotography Special Interest Group.
We had a few significant changes on the DAS board in the last month as well. Since Nico
Carver is going off to Massachusetts, he had to leave the posts of the DAS Elections Chair and the
Publications Chair. We are very sorry to see him leave because he did those jobs so well. A fairly
new member, Sidney Ocampo has stepped up to the role of the Elections Chair. We thank you
Sidney for stepping up so soon! And Rick Spencer has volunteered to step up to the role of
Publications Chair. We greatly appreciate this service since we all appreciate the work that goes into
putting together the Focus every month. Unfortunately, Jack Goodwin has also had to step down due
to large amounts of work, but right away, Chris Horrocks has stepped up to the role of Observatory
Chair. This is a challenging role because as you know both the DAS and Mt. Cuba are currently in
the process of doing several big long-term improvement projects. We appreciate all the work that
Jack Goodwin has put into Sawin in his role as Observatory Chair over the last couple of years.
During his tenure, we rebuilt the rail supports, replaced the ladders, got new observing equipment,
enlarged the concrete, built new benches, replaced the tables in the Sawin, and helped out with the
pods project. He made loads of progress and are sorry to see him go, but Chris has already jumped
into the role and has made very good progress over the last couple of weeks on getting up to speed
and assuming a leadership role in the projects. Please look forward to getting some requests from
Chris for assistance with workdays for all the great work we will be doing to improve the observing
experience for all.
Please note that we will be holding elections soon for the three Board Member at Large
positions this spring. So far to my knowledge only two people have nominated themselves for these
roles. Please consider running for these positions, as not only will you have the opportunity to have a
vote on the board in your club, but also to have a chance to help make this club a better place for all
who love astronomy! The last chance to nominate yourself/others is at our April club meeting.
This month, as we come out of hibernation from our long winter, we are having many more
events! In the week before our April meeting, right after NEAF we have two outreach events, the
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Book Club meeting, and the AP-SIG meeting. At our Monthly meeting we will have member minitalks and the final election nominations. Then the week right after the meeting, there is both a Vernon
Lecture from a Nobel Laureate and the Brian Cox World Tour Presentation. So, we will have a full
schedule leading right up to May. Again, in early May we will have the book club and AP SIG
Meetings and a couple of outreach events in quick succession. But also remember that our May
Meeting will be the Annual Dinner Meeting where we will be hearing from an Apollo engineer named
Jack Clemons. Please sign up today!! So, we have a lot of fun activities coming up in the near
future. Happy Spring!
A note from the Elections Chair
Thank you,
The terms for the three DAS Board Members at
Rob Lancaster
DAS President
A Personal Note from the New
Publications Chair
I am truly honored (it’s an honor, right?) to
have been volunteered by our President to
take up this position. My qualifications
include:
--Not serving in any other official DAS
capacity
--Crying in art class in 1st grade because I
just couldn’t do it
We’ll see how it goes.
Rick Spencer
DAS Publications Chair
P.S. I would like to include more of your
contributions but have to either figure
out a better system or quit my job.
Consider this a “work in progress”.
April Scientist Birthdays

Large are expiring this year. Elections will take
place in May via the usual electronic voting
method of the past several elections. Board
Members At Large hold voting positions on the
DAS Board of Directors and, essentially,
represent the interests of the general
membership in all matters brought before the
Board for discussion. The terms are for two
years and begin on July 1 of odd numbered
years.
To date, the following DAS members have been
nominated and have agreed to stand for
election:
--Dave Groski
--Bill Hanagan
These candidates will be announced at the April
meeting. Nominations from any member in
good standing is accepted until then. Members
can nominate themselves. Please, email me,
Sid Ocampo, Elections Chair
at sidastronomy@yahoo.com with your
nominations or your questions.
Clear Skies!
Sidney Ocampo
Elections Chair

Carl Friedrich Gauss
Born April 30, 1777
It is said that the theorems and results
of mathematics are named after the
first person who discovered them-after Gauss.
Arno Penzias
Born April 26, 1933
Radio astronomer who won the Nobel
Prize in 1978, with Robert Wilson, for
the discovery of the cosmic microwave
background.

Gauss (above)
and Wilson &
Penzias (right)
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Poetry Corner
When I Heard the Learn’d Astronomer
Walt Whitman
When I heard the learn’d astronomer,
When the proofs, the figures, were ranged in
columns before me,
When I was shown the charts and diagrams, to add,
divide, and measure them,
When I sitting heard the astronomer where he
lectured with much applause in the lecture-room,
How soon unaccountable I became tired and sick,
Till rising and gliding out I wander’d off by myself,
In the mystical moist night-air, and from time to time,
Look’d up in perfect silence at the stars.
Can there be anyone in the DAS who doesn’t know
this poem? Hopefully not anymore!

Astrophysics Corner
What holds up the planets in their orbit around the
sun? What holds up the Earth in its orbit around the
moon?
Is it gravity? Nope, that makes things crash into each
other.
Is it angels? Nope, they have better things to do.

First-ever image of a
black hole, found in the
center of M87, a massive
elliptical galaxy in Virgo.
Check it out next clear
night!
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Discover the answer to this and explore other
mysteries, including “fictitious forces”, at this
month’s astrophysics short lecture, entitled
“Introduction to Orbits”. With black holes in the
news, we will also provide a Newtonian derivation of
the Schwarzschild radius for a black hole. This is the
radius of the event horizon, from the inside of which
nothing can escape.

New Equipment Corner
I just made up this Corner, along with all the others. Send in photos of new equipment if
you wish and I will try to duly note in the Focus!
--Rick Spencer

My (Rick Spencer’s) new-used Takahashi
CCA-250, with its fabulous mounting plate,
fabricated by Dana Wright, and loaded up
with the “help” (i.e., I mostly watched J) of
Bill Hanagan.

Here is Bill in his “happy
place”, loading up my new
mounting plate with
electronics.
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Report from the DAS Book Club, March 2019
Contributed by Jim Barkley
“Science and the Founding
Fathers: Science in the
Political Thought of
Jefferson, Franklin, Adams
and Madison” by I. Bernard
Cohen

Example of a
hard-copy book
of the type read
in the DAS book
club.

Cohen's eye-opening, elegant
study shows that
America's Founding Fathers
were true
citizens of the Age of Reason
who sought links
between scientific principles
and
constitutional government. Thomas Jefferson, naturalist and inventor, had a consuming passion for
scientific pursuits ranging from paleontology to zoology. The Declaration of Independence, which he
wrote, reverberates with echoes of Newtonian science, as when he invokes ``self-evident'' truths or
``laws of nature.'' Benjamin Franklin, far from being a mere tinkerer or inventor, pioneered the science
of electricity. John Adams, who studied astronomy and physics at Harvard, was a founder of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences in Boston. And James Madison, a devoted amateur
scientist, drew on scientific metaphors and analogies in his Federalist articles.
This is a scholarly work and was written as a text book. It does much to describe the little known, but
very significant effect, that the scientific knowledge of these four men had on shaping their input into
the design of our democracy.
Some interesting highlights:
Jefferson was the only President who had read and studied Newton’s “Principia…”. This included his
Three Laws of Motion, the description of Gravity and his development and use of The Calculus.
Benjamin Franklin did not read The Principia, probably because it is in Latin. He did include Newton’s
“Optics” in his scientific study and experiments. Franklin is well known for his kite, wet string and key
experiments proving that lightning was an electric discharge. He is also one of the luckiest people
ever for not having been blown away in the process. He invented the science of electricity and during
his lifetime he was the world’s leading authority on electricity.
The Reading Group enjoyed learning from this book even though some thought that in parts there
was more detail than we needed to know.
This review includes excerpts from publishersweekly.com and helpful notes and suggestions by
members Mary Webb and Matt Bobrowsky.
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March 2019 AP-SIG Meeting Report and
Upcoming Meetings
Bill Hanagan

During the March 9 AP-SIG meeting at Mt. Cuba, I started off by giving the special topic presentation
on How to Maximize your Signal-to-Noise Ratio to Improve Image Quality. The emphasis of the talk
was on controlling and excluding noise sources to get better images from a fixed amount of exposure
time. This included a discussion of how to calculate the “minimum” sub-exposure time needed to
prevent read noise from contributing significantly to the total noise in deep-sky imaging.
I brought the refreshments for the meeting, including a cinnamon coffee cake, chocolate cupcakes,
mini-Cokes, and coffee pods for the machine in the library. AP-SIG members in attendance included
Jarrod Bieber, Nico Carver, Ryan Gilbert, Bill Hanagan, Rob Lancaster, Mark Mitchell, Bob
Trebilcock, Ron Worden, and Dana Wright.
We also had our usual Q&A session and presentation of astro-photos, with several AP-SIG members
presenting photos.
------------------- Upcoming AP-SIG Meetings ------------------Plans for the April 12 / 13 AP-SIG Meeting
The April 12 / 13 AP-SIG meeting is tentatively scheduled to be held on site at Bob Trebilcock’s,
where we’ll take a close look at the child’s play house that Bob recently built, which just so happens
to be equipped for astro-photography after you roll the roof off.
Plans for the May 3 / 4 / 10 / 11 AP-SIG Meeting
The May 3 / 4 AP-SIG meeting is tentatively scheduled to be held on site at Rick Spencer’s house,
west of Fair Hill. May 10 and 11 are backup dates. Among other activities, we’ll take a close look at
Rick’s newly acquired Takahashi CCA-250. If the weather allows, after the indoor part of the meeting
you’ll also be able to set up a portable imaging rig and do some imaging from Rick’s backyard, which
is noticeably darker than northern New Castle County.
Anyone interested in astrophotography, from curious beginner to expert, is welcome to attend!
The exact date and time of AP-SIG meetings depends on the weather and will be announced via
DAS@groups.io email and by direct email to the AP-SIG members. At all meetings, aside from the
planned activities, we’ll also take a look at everyone's most recent photos. Be sure to bring a USB
memory stick with your astrophotos and any related project materials that you would like to show the
group. Even if some of your photos have imperfections, it's a good idea to bring them with you to
promote the discussion of image acquisition and processing techniques.
The AP-SIG is very good at helping beginners improve their images, so don't be shy about bringing
imperfect images along to get some advice on how to take even better images. If you are not an APSIG member you can always come to the meeting to see what goes on and sign up later.
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4/16/19 DAS Board Meeting Agenda
Review of Minutes from Last Meeting—Bill McKibben
1. Treasurer’s Report—Bob Trebilcock
2. DAS Election Update—Sidney Ocampo
3. Pods/Electrical Project Update—Chris Horrocks
4. Digital Setting Circles/Sawin 12.5” Project update—Dave and Tom
5. AstroImaging 12” and Refractor Project update—Bill Hanagan
6. Project Planning for Spring/Summer—Jeff and Rob
7. Spring Work Days

MCAO Volunteers Needed
Hello. I would like to introduce myself. My name is Kim Green and I am the secretary at
the Mount Cuba Astronomical Observatory. This year we have increased our field trip
activity, we have added many additional Public and Family Nights and we added
children’s programs to our calendar. The community has requested these programs
and we are doing our best to accommodate. With that being said, we are looking for
volunteers to help out. We are desperately in need of people who are available to help
during our day time led trips. But we would also love to have some evening help as
well. So keep an eye out for future emails from me. If you are interesting in helping out
please contact me at 302-654-6407 or email me at KimGreenMCAO@gmail.com
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The May Dinner Meeting will take place on May 21st, 2019. It will be held again at
Christ Church in Greenville, DE. You can find more information about the dinner
meeting and pay/select meal preferences on the DAS website:
http://delastro.org/16-event-reports/175-das-2019-dinner-meeting
The Menu is:
Bread & butter
Salad
Meat or vegetarian main course served with potatoes and a vegetable:
· Meatloaf
· Roasted Vegetable Terrine
Dessert
Water & soda
Beer & wine by free will donation
**Note -please contact Jeff (jeff@delastro.org) for any allergy concerns
Food prepared by our own Jeff Lawrence!
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Guest Speaker for the Dinner Meeting
Jack Clemons is a professional writer and consultant as well as a
speaker and presenter on NASA’s space programs. He has
bachelor’s and master’s degrees in aerospace engineering and
was formerly a Senior Vice President of Engineering for Lockheed
Martin. Earlier in his career he was an engineering team leader for
NASA’s Apollo Program and senior engineering software manager
for the NASA Space Shuttle Program. He appeared in the
“Command Module” segment of Moon Machines, the Discovery
Science Channel’s six-part documentary about the Apollo
Program.
Jack’s works of fiction earned him a 2018 Established Artist Fellowship
for Literary Fiction by the Delaware Division of the Arts and membership
in the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America. He also writes a
space and science column for the new Amazing Stories Magazine print
edition.
Jack’s book Safely to Earth: The Men and Women Who Brought the
Astronauts Home, a memoir of his time on NASA’s Apollo and Space
Shuttle programs, was published by University Press of Florida in September 2018. It
was awarded first place for autobiography or memoir by the Delaware Press
Association, and it was selected as one of the top twelve books for Christmas 2018 by
BBC Sky at Night Magazine.

Jack Clemons will present: CATCHING APOLLO
Drawing from Jack’s time on Apollo, is an insider’s view of NASA’s Apollo Moon
Program, an account of Jack’s responsibilities as one of the young engineers working
on the greatest adventure of our times. Jack will include vintage photographs and
anecdotes drawn from his time as a lead engineer supporting the Apollo astronauts
during their return flight from the Moon. He’ll also share some little known stories about
the technologies and teamwork that made Apollo 11 a success and saved the Apollo
13 mission from near disaster.
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Upcoming Woodside Creamery Outreach dates

Friday. April 12:

6:30 – 8:00 (rain date Saturday)

Friday, May 10:

7:00- 8:00 (rain date Saturday)

Friday, June 7:

7:30 – 9:00 (rain date Saturday)

Saturday, July 13:

2:00 – 4:00 solar (no rain date)

Friday, August 9:

7:00 – 9:00 (rain date Saturday)

Friday, September 6:

6:30 – 8:00 (rain date Saturday)

Friday, October 4:

6:00 - 8:00 (rain date Saturday)
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DAS Member Images

M42 (NGC1976) & M43 (NGC1982)
15LFs-5.5min total exp. LX200 10" Meade
F6.3 Focal Reducer 1575mm FL Canon 40D
camera 10/26/2017
Contributed by Ron Worden

M64 (NGC4826) Black Eye Galaxy is
a spiral galaxy located in the
constellation Coma Berenices
Date: 4/1/2019
Telescope: Meade 10" SCT + Meade
6.3 Focal Reducer 1575mm FL
Mount: Losmandy G11 Guided w
Dithering
Camera: SBIG ST4000XCM +
ZWO174 autoguider(+-1arcsec)
Filters: OneShotColor
Temperature: 39*F Ambient Cooled to
0*F
Exposure: 12LF’s -300sec subs(1.0hr)
Software: PixInsight
Frame: 33’ x 33’ arcmin
Calibration with: Master Bias & Master
Dark Frames
Contributed by Ron Worden
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M82 (NGC3034) Cigar Galaxy:
a starburst galaxy in Ursa
Major
Date: 3/27/2019
Telescope: Meade 10" SCT +
Meade 6.3 Focal Reducer
1575mm FL
Mount: Losmandy G11 Guided
w Dithering
Camera: SBIG ST4000XCM +
ZWO174 autoguider(+-1arcsec)
Filters: OneShotColor
Temperature: 40*F Ambient
Cooled to 0*F
Exposure: 6LF’s -300sec
subs(30min)
Software: PixInsight
Frame: 33’ x 33’ arcmin
Calibration with: Master Bias &
Master Dark Frames
Contributed by Ron Worden

Target: M51 in Canes Venatici
(Magnitude 8.4, 11.2 x 6.9', 23 Mly
away)
Date: 3-27-19
Location: Hockessin, Delaware
Telescope: ED127 0.8xFF, f6
Mount: Vixen SXP, guided, w dither.
Camera: Atik 460ex
Temperature: 3 °C cooled to -15 °C
Filter: LRGB
Exposure: 11B, 11G, 12R, 12L - all
300 seconds
Software: PixInSight 1.8, Photoshop
CC 2019.
Contributed by: Mark L. Mitchell
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From Sid Ocampo, entitled: “What’s Cerro Tololo got that we ain’t got?”
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Target: NGC 2244/ NGC 2237 (The Rosette Nebula)
Dates: December 2018 - February 2019
Location: Middletown, Delaware
Telescope: Sky-Watcher Pro 80ED APO Refractor
Mount:Celestron AVX, guided, dither
Camera: ZWO ASI 1600MM Pro
Temperature: Cooled to -15*C
Filter: Astrodon Ha 5nm, OIII 3nm
Exposure: 120 Ha 120 sec, 60 OIII 150 sec subs
Software: Sequence Generator Pro, PixInsight
Notes: This is a two-panel mosaic. The total sub-exposure count was split
evenly for both panels. False color with Ha mapped to Red, 40% Ha +
60% OIII mapped to Green, and OIII mapped to blue.
Contributed by Jarrod Bieber
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Report from NEAF—the annual
Northeast Astronomy Forum

Photo: Fred DeLucia

Many of us again made the annual pilgrimage to NEAF this year, held as
always at Rockland Community College in scenic Suffern, New York. It
is always a terrific experience (except for the food). And if you “need”
some equipment, you can generally get a nice “NEAF discount”

This is most of us—a couple others were out at the solar telescope demo, another
highlight every year.
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NEAF solar party

From the archives of Fred DeLucia

Speaking of which, Fred was especially drawn to this beautiful “if you have to ask, you
can’t afford it” solar scope. This pretty red 8" Solar Truss Scope can be yours for
~$100K, and boasts a “prominence simulator” for periods of low solar activity. Note to
Fred: the price can only come down.
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Finally, if you just can’t ordinarily fit a
trip to the Metropolitan Opera into
your busy schedule, a visit to NEAF
brings you to the NYC area and then
it’s just a hop skip and jump!!!

Photo of Rick Spencer,
the night between NEAF
days, 2019.

SARA Training Session
On April 9, 2019, Professor Judi Provencal of the U Delaware Department of
Physics and Astronomy once again held a training session for operation of the
remote Southeastern Association for Research in Astronomy (SARA) telescope
system. The one we used is a 0.6 m aperture instrument located in Cerro Tololo,
Chile. This is a fantastic opportunity to apply what we have learned about amateur
astronomy and astrophotography to the more professional setting. Judi uses
these, and other telescopes, to study the light curves of white dwarf stars.

Judi explaining the subtleties
of white dwarf oscillations to
assembled DAS members.
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DAS Loaner Equipment
“Be a loner. That gives you time to
wonder, to search for the truth.
Have holy curiosity. Make your life
worth living.”
The DAS has several telescopes that are designated for loan to
members. Our advice to new members is to take any of these
telescopes out on loan so you can learn the advantages and
disadvantages of the various designs.
•
•
•
•
•

80mm Celestron Refractor with a NexStar GOTO mount. (On loan from Bill McKibben)
Meade ETX 90mm Special Edition
Bushnell Voyager 4” tabletop scope (AstroScan clone)
Three Dobsonian scopes: two with 6” aperture, one with 8” aperture. This style scope is very
easy for beginners.
Meade 8” LX-10 Telescope: This 8” Meade LX-10 Schmidt Cassegrain Telescope (SCT) is a
good loaner if you have any thoughts about buying an SCT telescope on a GoTo fork mount.
Procedure for DAS Members to Sign Out Loaner Equipment Jack Goodwin
1. Inform: Please inform DAS Observatory Chair via e-mail -- this is currently how all loaner
equipment is being logged/tracked. (email below)
2. Borrower email to include:
a. Your name and contact information (cell #, email, home number, etc.) b. Date equipment
borrowed
c. Description of all equipment being borrowed
d. Estimated return date for each component borrowed
e. List any damaged/missing components (if applicable)
3. Damage: If the equipment is damaged while you are borrowing the equipment, please notify
the DAS Observatory Chair in a timely manner.
4. A sign out log will be posted in the near term to compliment the email notification.
NOTE: Currently DAS Loaner equipment is only available for loan to current DAS
members. (Which is a great excuse to join DAS)
Thank you,
Jack Goodwin,
DAS Observatory Chair Jack_Goodwin@yahoo.com 610-457-2945 (cell)
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DAS AMATEUR TELESCOPE MAKING SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP
Bill Hanagan

The DAS Amateur Telescope Making (ATM)
Special Interest Group (SIG) is made up of DAS
members who get together to work on their own as
well as club related telescope making projects. We
get together at times and locations appropriate for
whatever projects are currently underway.
The general range of activities of the ATM SIG includes all manner of telescope
making including Newtonian mirror making, the testing of complete telescopes as well
as individual optics, and the making of telescope accessories. In the past, we have
made several Newtonian telescope mirrors from scratch and completed some mirrors
that members brought in as works in progress, including one that was started in the
mid-1960’s! We’ve also made new telescope tubes, made secondary mirror holders,
tested numerous telescope objectives, made wire spiders for Newtonian secondaries,
and made many solar filters for telescopes and binoculars. We also completed the
refiguring of the DAS 17.5” Newtonian mirror used in the Big Dob currently housed in
the Sawin Observatory.
If you’re interested in telescope making, feel free to email me and let me know what
you’re interested in doing at hanaganw@ verizon.net and include your name, address,
and phone number. I’m always glad to provide some guidance and information to other
telescope makers.

Images taken before and after adjustment of a
typical 2.4 meter space-borne telescope using
methods fully endorsed by the ATM-SIG.
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How to Join the DAS Groups.io Group
DAS FORUM / E-MAIL SITE ON GROUPS.IO
This is an e-mail service, online forum, and information sharing service for use by DAS
members and our astronomy enthusiast friends. To Subscribe to the service, just send
an email to: DAS+subscribe <at> groups.io. Then we will compare your name/ email
to our lists to make sure that we know you, and if so, we will approve your subscription.
If you are not currently a member of the DAS, we strongly encourage you to join.
That is all that you need to do to get into the system. You don’t even need to setup an
account. But if you want to have more control over how you receive messages from the
group or if you want to use the more advanced features, then head over to the website
https://groups.io/login after you are approved for the DAS Group and you can log in to
make any changes you like.
For more information about our group click this link:
https://groups.io/g/DAS
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New Members Form
Please make checks payable to DAS, print out the following form and mail to:
Robert Trebilcock, DAS Treasurer, 3823 Rotherfield Lane, Chadds Ford, PA
19317
DAS Membership costs $30 per year, which renews November 1st. We pro-rate
membership based on when you join, as follows:

Month Joined

Cost

Renewal Due

Jan-Feb
$30
This November
March-May
$20
This November
June-Aug
$10
This November
Sept-Dec.
$30
Next November
NEW MEMBERSHIP FORM
Item
Cost
Sub-total
Membership
$30/20/10
Astronomy Magazine
$34
total:
Name__________________________________________
Email Address________________________________
Street Address_________________________________________________
Phone Number_________________
City___________________________________________State________________
Zip_____________________
How did you hear about
DAS?_____________________________________________________
_______________________
For questions, contact Robert Trebilcock, DAS Treasurer at (610) 558-1637 (leave
message) or by email New Members
Please see the How to Join page on our website for methods to become a duespaying member. If you have any questions call any of the member
representatives listed.
If you’re just joining us for the first time, THANK YOU VERY MUCH, and
WELCOME to the DAS! It’s GREAT to have you with us!—Rob L.
to Trebilcock@aol.com
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DAS Contacts
Please call or email us with any questions or for more information!

Officers:
President: Rob Lancaster, rlancaste AT gmail DOT com
Vice-President: Jeff Lawrence, (302) 668-8277, jeff AT delastro DOT org
Secretary: Bill McKibben, billmck21921 AT gmail DOT com
Treasurer: Bob Trebilcock, trebilcock AT aol DOT com
Board Members at Large:
Bill Hanagan, (302) 239-0949, hanaganw AT verizon DOT net
Amy Hornberger, aehornberger AT gmail DOT com
Dave Groski, groski AT udel DOT edu
Standing Committee Chairs:
Observatory: Chris Horrocks
Education: Ted Trevorrow, (302) 593-7949, edt750 AT verizon DOT com
Library: Maria Lavalle and Sue Bebon
Observing: Greg Lee, (302)252-7806, greglee288 AT gmail DOT com
Publications: Rick Spencer, rgspencer AT ymail DOT com
Other Positions:
Amateur Telescope Making Special Interest Group: Bill Hanagan, hanaganw AT
verizon DOT net
Astronomical League Coordinator: K Lynn King, klynnking AT verizon DOT net
Astro-Photography Special Interest Group (AP-SIG): Bill Hanagan, hanaganw AT
verizon DOT net
Awards Chair: Amy Hornberger, aehornberger AT gmail DOT com
DAS Book Club Leader: Amy Hornberger, aehornberger AT gmail DOT com
Elections Chair: Sidney Ocampo, gegocampo AT yahoo DOT com
Programs Chair: Jeff Lawrence, jeff AT delastro DOT org
Webmaster: Rob Lancaster, rlancaste AT gmail DOT com
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